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IDC5 BIKE software update 31.0.0
The BIKE update 31 offers numerous 
new features and thanks to the constant 
improvements and evolutions that have been 
introduced, it guarantees a uniquely complete, 
top-notch solution to bike repairers worldwide. 
The vehicle selection has been sped up 
considerably, minimising the number of clicks, 
whereas the diagnostic coverage, which can 
count on 94 makes and over 2,700 models, has 
been further increased taking into account all the 
markets in which TEXA is present, with particular 
attention towards the South American market 
and the new vehicles manufactured based on 
the Euro 4 regulation. Significant are the many 
new features on historic makes such as BMW, 
DUCATI, KAWASAKI and the introduction of the 
new makes BRIXTON MOTORCYCLES and KSR 
MOTO.

The database has also been updated, an added 
value to the BIKE software: over 250 wiring 
diagrams and 1000 among technical sheets, 
bulletins, guided diagnosis/nominal value 
sheets have been included. The multi-brand 
IDC5 software is the official tool (OEM) chosen by 
the following manufacturers for their authorised 
service centres: MV AGUSTA, BENELLI, 
KEEWAY ITALIA, BIMOTA, SYM ITALIA, SWM, 
FANTIC MOTOR, MASH ITALIA, MOTO MORINI 
and VERVE MOTO. A great advantage also 
for independent workshops and proof of the 
product’s quality, without forgetting that TEXA is 
also the OEM supplier of the official DUCATI tool.
Below only a small part of all the developments 
introduced with this update is listed, divided by 
category.

BIKE CATEGORY

BAJAJ
The new vehicles “Dominar 400”, “Pulsar 150”, 
“Pulsar 200 NS”, “Pulsar 200 RS”, “Pulsar FF 200”, 
“Pulsar LS”, “Pulsar NS 160” and “Rouser RS 
200” have been included along with the related 
complete diagnosis.

BMW
The coverage of the vehicles manufactured based 
on the Euro 4 regulation (equipped with an OBD 
socket) has been extended: the vehicles “F 700 
GS (K70)”, “F 800 GS (K72)”, “F 800 GS Adventure 
(K75)”, “F 800 GT (K71)”, “F 800 R (K73)”, “G 310 
GS (K02)”, “G 310 R (K03)”, “R 1200 RS (K54 - 
Liquid Cooled)”, “R 1200 RT (K52 - Liquid Cooled)”, 
“R nineT (K21)”, “R nineT Pure (K22)”, “R nineT 
Racer (K32)”, “R nineT Scrambler (K23)”, “R nineT 
Urban G/S (K33)”, “S 1000 R (K47)”, “S 1000 RR 
(K46)” and “S 1000 XR (K49)” have been included. 
The new electric vehicle “C Evolution (K17)” has 
been included along with the related complete 
diagnosis. The GLOBAL SCAN function has been 

improved for less recent vehicles, aligning it with 
the standards for the latest generation vehicles. 
The diagnosis of the Infotainment interface has 
been included, available for the vehicles “R 1200 
GS (K50 - Liquid Cooled)” e “R 1200 GS Adventure 
(K51 - Liquid Cooled)” manufactured based on the 
Euro 4 regulation.

BRIXTON MOTORCYCLES
New make. The vehicle “BX 125” has been included 
along with the related petrol injection system 
diagnosis.

DAELIM MOTOR
The new vehicle “Steezer Z” has been included 
along with the related petrol injection system 
diagnosis.

DUCATI
The coverage has been extended by including the 
complete diagnosis of the new vehicles “1299 
Panigale R Final Edition”, “1299 Superleggera”, 
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“Monster 1200 EU4”, “Monster 659”, “Monster 
797”, “Multistrada 950”, “Scrambler Cafè Racer 
EU3”, “Scrambler Cafè Racer EU4 (NOT USA / 
CHINA)”, “Scrambler Desert Sled EU3”, “Scrambler 
Desert Sled EU4 (NOT USA / CHINA)” and 
“Supersport”. The diagnosis in general has been 
improved and enhanced.

GILERA
The “service and maintenance” function, required 
in order to reset the oil and drive belt warning 
lights, has been included for the vehicles “Fuoco” 
and “GP”.

HONDA
The new vehicle “NRX1800” has been included 
along with the related petrol injection system 
diagnosis.

KAWASAKI
The diagnostic coverage has been extended and 
updated up to 2018 (included). The complete 
diagnosis of the 2018 vehicles “Ninja 250”, “Ninja 
400”, “Ninja H2 SX”, “Ninja ZX-10R”, “Ninja ZX-
10RR”, “Versys-X”, “Vulcan S” and “Z900RS” has 
been included.

KSR MOTO
New make. The vehicle “PR5GRS 125” has been 
included along with the related petrol injection 
system diagnosis.

KTM
The vehicles “1290 Super Adventure R” and “1290 
Super Adventure S” have been included along with 
the complete diagnosis and the Global Scan and 
Service functions.

MH
The vehicles “NKZ”, “Street evolution”, “WYN 125 
SM” and “WYN 125 TL” have been included along 
with the related petrol injection system diagnosis.

MV AGUSTA*
The diagnostic coverage has been extended and 

updated up to 2018 (included).
The new vehicles “Brutale 800 Dragster RR Pirelli” 
and “Brutale 800 Dragster RVS” have been included 
along with the related complete diagnosis, the 
ECU Update and Service functions.
The new vehicle “Turismo Veloce 800 Lusso SCS” 
has been included along with the related complete 
diagnosis, the Global Scan, the ECU Update and 
Service functions.

SWM*
The vehicle “SM500R” has been included along 
with the related petrol injection system diagnosis 
and the ECU Update function.

SYM**
The diagnostic coverage has been extended and 
updated up to 2018 (included).
The new Euro 4 vehicles Cruisym 300 (LV30W1EU)”, 
“Jet 14 125 (Air Cooled - XC12W1EU)”, “Jet 
14 125 (Liquid Cooled - XC12WWEU)”, “Jet 
14 200 (XC20W1EU)”, “Mio 115 (FS11W1EU)” 
and “Symphony 125 Cargo (AY12W9EU)” have 
been included along with the related complete 
diagnosis.
The new Euro 4 carburettor vehicles “Crox 
50 (AE05WAEU)”, “Fiddle III 50 (XA05W4EU)”, 
“Symphony 50 S (AY05W8EU)” and “Symphony 50 
ST (XB05W4EU)” have been included along with 
the related ignition system diagnosis.

VESPA
The database has been improved and the 
diagnostic coverage has been extended up to 
2017 (included).

PIAGGIO
The “service and maintenance” function, now 
differentiated between oil warning light reset and 
drive belt warning light reset, has been improved 
for the vehicles “MP3”.

YAMAHA
The diagnostic coverage has been extended up to 
2017 (included).
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QUAD CATEGORY***

KAWASAKI
The diagnostic coverage has been extended and 
updated up to 2018 (included). 
The complete diagnosis of the new 2018 vehicles 
“Mule 4000”, “Mule 4010”, “Mule PRO-FX” and 
“Mule PRO-FXR”. has been included.

PIAGGIO COMMERCIAL VEHICLES
The vehicle “APE CALESSINO” has been included 
along with the related injection system diagnosis.

SNOW MOBILE CATEGORY***

SKI-DOO (BRP)
The diagnostics has been improved and enhanced.
The electronic ignition system diagnosis has been 
included for the carburetor vehicles of the families 
“Expedition”, “GSX”, “MX Z”, “Renegade”, “Skandic”, 
“Summit” and “Tundra”. It is important to highlight 
that, other than the diagnosis, TEXA also offers 

additional technical information such as technical 
sheets, nominal value sheets, bulletins and wiring 
diagrams.
In particular, the technical documentation for the 
makes DUCATI, KAWASAKI, KTM, MV AGUSTA, 
HARLEY DAVIDSON, SKI-DOO (BRP), SWM and 
YAMAHA has been increased. Within the IDC5 
software, you can check out all these new features 
in the DOCUMENTATION menu. There, you will 
find details of all the makes, models, systems and 
the related diagnostic functions introduced in the 
version.
lastly, the “TPMS Repair” APP and the firmware 
for the TEXA TPS devices have been updated for 
this current version, with the introduction of new 
sensors for the makes BMW and KTM.

* Official diagnosis chosen by the manufacturer (O.E.M.).

** Official diagnosis chosen by the manufacturer (O.E.M.) for 

the ITALIAN market.

*** For the AXONE S tool, this category is optional.

NEW DIAGNOSTIC CABLES
Starting from the current version, this new cable is 
available in the BIKE price list.
3151/AP55: Power cable for the diagnosis and 
reprogramming of the Euro 4 SWM vehicles. You 
must use this cable if the vehicle being tested is 
not equipped with a specific power socket. In this 
condition, the 3151/AP55 cable must be connected 
to cable 3151/AP51 using the corresponding 
2-way connector.
For further details, information and connection 
methods, we recommend downloading the FREE 
APP “BIKE CABLES”.

The vehicles “FZ25 (Fazer)”, “FZ-S”, “MT-125”, 
“N-MAX (124 e.i.)”, “Tracer 700”, “Tracer 900” and 
“XSR 900” along with the related complete serial 
diagnosis.

The service function has been included for the 
vehicles “MT-125”, “YZF R125” and “YZF R3”.
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WARNING FOR AXONE S TOOL OWNERS
We inform you that BIKE version 31 will be the last one available for the AXONE S device.

IMPORTANT NOTICE
Starting from March 2019, the new IDC5 software versions will no longer support the AXONE 4 
tools with a serial number that starts by DA4. For further information contact your official TEXA 
distributor.

For further details on these functions 
and on their applicability to vehicles, visit:

www.texa.com/coverage



BIKES
AJP
APRILIA
BAJAJ
BENELLI
BENELLI (DSK)
BIMOTA
BMW
BOOM TRIKE
BRIXTON 
MOTORCYCLES
BUELL
CAGIVA
CAN-AM (BRP)
CFMOTO
CSC MOTORCYCLES
DAELIM MOTOR
DAFRA
DUCATI
FANTIC MOTOR
FB MONDIAL
GAS GAS
GENERIC
GEON
GG TECHNIK
HARLEY-DAVIDSON
HISUN
HM
HONDA
HONDA MONTESA
HUSABERG

HUSQVARNA
HYOSUNG
INDIAN
KASINSKI
KAWASAKI
KEEWAY
KELLER
KSR MOTO
KTM
KYMCO
LAVERDA
MACBOR
MASH
MH
MINSK
MONDIAL
MOTO GUZZI
MOTO MORINI
MV AGUSTA
POLARIS
ROYAL ENFIELD
SHERCO
SHINERAY
SINNIS
STELS
SUZUKI
SWM
SYM
TRIUMPH
URAL
VERVE MOTO

VICTORY
VOXAN
YAMAHA
ZONGSHEN

SCOOTERS
ADIVA
AEON
APRILIA
BENELLI
BMW
CFMOTO
DAELIM MOTOR
DAFRA
DERBI
GILERA
GOES
HONDA
HYOSUNG
KAWASAKI
KEEWAY
KYMCO
MALAGUTI
MBK
PEUGEOT
PIAGGIO
QUADRO
RIYA
SINNIS
SUZUKI
SYM

TGB
VESPA
YAMAHA

QUAD
ARCTIC CAT
CAN-AM (BRP)
CFMOTO
COLEMAN
GAS GAS
GG TECHNIK
HISUN
HONDA
KAWASAKI
KVN MOTORS
POLARIS
POLARIS DEFENCE
STELS
SUZUKI
TGB
YAMAHA

JET SKIS
HONDA MARINE
KAWASAKI MARINE
SEA-DOO (BRP)
YAMAHA MARINE

SNOWMOBILE

ARCTIC CAT
LYNX (BRP)
POLARIS
SKI-DOO (BRP)
STELS
YAMAHA

UTILITY VEHICLE
ARCTIC CAT
CAN-AM (BRP)
CFMOTO
COLEMAN
GEM
HISUN
HONDA
PIAGGIO VEICOLI 
COMMERCIALI
POLARIS DEFENCE
POLARIS RANGER
QUADIX
YAMAHA

PUMPS
ROSENBAUER

MINICAR
GRECAV

ENGINE
BMW
ROTAX (BRP)

Extended coverage of makes - Version 31

LEGEND
Brands that offer updates in this version Brands that do not offer updates in this version

To check out the extensive coverage of TEXA 
products, go to: www.texa.com/coverage

To check on IDC5 compatibility and minimum system 
requirements, go to: www.texa.com/system

The BLUETOOTH brand is the property of Bluetooth SIG, 
Inc., U.S.A., and is used by TEXA S.p.A. under license.

Android is a trademark of Google Inc

Copyright TEXA S.p.A.
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WARNING
The trademarks and logos of vehicle manufacturers in this document have been used exclu-
sively for information purposes and are used to clarify the compatibility of TEXA products 
with the models of vehicles identified by the trademarks and logos. Because TEXA products 
and software are subject to continuous developments and updates, upon reading this do-
cument they may not be able to carry out the DIAGNOSTICS of all the models and electronic 
systems of each vehicle manufacturer mentioned within this document. References to the 
makes, models and electronic systems within this document must therefore be considered 
purely indicative and TEXA recommends to always check the list of the “Systems that can be 
diagnosed” of the product and/or software at TEXA authorized retailers before any purchase. 
The images and the vehicle outlines within this document have been included for the sole 
purpose of making it easier to identify the vehicle category (car, truck, motorbike, etc.) for 
which the TEXA product and/or software is intended. The data, descriptions and illustra-
tions may change compared to those described in this document. TEXA S.p.A. reserves the 
right to make changes to its products without prior notice.
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twitter.com/texacom linkedin.com/company/texa
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